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Community Projects Committee News

Visit to Pankisi Women’s Council
Today, Oct. 3, 2018, six members of the CPC of IWA, Aleid, Lena, Manana, Nana, Joriel and
Theresadrove through the beautiful mountainsides of Kakheti to visit the Pankisi Women’s
Council on a gorgeous autumn day. We were greeted by Svetlana, the representative of the
CouNcil, Isa, head of the Kakheti Regional Development Foundation ( KRDF) and Ela their
translator and English teacher.
After introductions, Ela made a presentation of
the work that had been done under our grant,
titled:
“Pankisi Women as Change-Makers”.
Working with a lawyer trained by the KRDF and
a Psychologist they pursued the following
topics:
Youth Engagement in Civic Life,
Relationships of Mothers and Children at
Critical Ages,
Rights of Women, Especially Those Abused,
and
Radicalization of Youth and Its Prevention
The Council met periodically with 8-10 local communities in the Pankisi Gorge region
pursuing these goals. However, the bulk of our conversation centered around the
prevention of radicalization of youth in the communities. The Council pointed out that the
important age to reach these potential radicals is between 10 and 14 years of age. To this
end, the Council offers classes and alternative activities to engage the youth.
In the process of the grant the Council identified 30 youths as potentially vulnerable to
radicalization. In further conversation with Isa we learned that Conservative Muslim
teachers in the public
Schools were encouraging radical behavior in their students. The Council is not only battling
the conservative parents, who do notallow their children to participate in activities that
would broaden their perspectives, but also the teachers.
The major discussion of this radical threat was presented by one of the male elders. Aleid
noted that it would be better to hear more from the women.

Community Projects Committee News

Pankisi Photo album

Feature Article (p.1)
Cultural life in Tbilisi 1920

The cultural life of Tbilisi of 1910-1920s is an important event in the history of Georgian
Art. That was the period when many creative unions and circles were established in
Tbilisi and they played an important role in the cultural life of the city.
Tsisperqantselebi (The Blue Horns) was a group of Georgian Symbolist poets and prosewriters which dominated the Georgian literature in the 1920s. It was founded as a coterie
of young talented writers in the Kutaisi city in 1915 and was suppressed under the Soviet
rule early in the 1930s. Tbilisi bohemian life reached its culmination at that time. They
were many artistic cafes predominantly decorated with wall-paintings. There actors,
singers, dancers would give performances, writers and poets would read their works,
lecturers gave their presentations..The artistic cafes were the places where all
discussions, concerts, ballet performances, theatrical and literary evenings, charity
campaigns took place.

Feature Article (p.2)
Cultural life in Tbilisi 1920

Feature Article (p.3)
Cultural life in Tbilisi 1920
Women painters who made their presence visible at the time
and later on

Klara Kvees 1903-90 / painter

Klara was born in Tbilisi to an ethnic Latvian family. In 1921 she
entered the Tbilisi Art Academy, from which she was later expelled
for her "infatuation with modernist art". In addition to painting and
graphic art, she also did theatre set design and worked for the
Institute of Archaeology and Ethnography. She took part in some 45
archaeological expeditions. Her archaeological sketches, schemas
and reconstructions often appeared in archaeological reports,
scientific studies and monographs without credit being given to her.
Her work contains marks of classicism and her mastery of painting
and composition were unparalleled. But this did not keep her from
working in nearly all directions of modernism of that time.
Her first personal exhibition was held in 1967.

Feature Article (p.4)
Cultural life in Tbilisi 1920

Elene Akhvlediani 1901-75 / painter
Elene studied at the Tbilisi
Academy of Art and in 1922 left
for Paris with a group of several
other Georgian artists to study.
It was there where she began
her successful career, exhibiting
works in exhibitions and gaining
popularity as she studied. After
returning
to
Tbilisi
she
continued to paint and also did
artwork for the stage director
Kote Marjanishvili and designed
books. After World War II she
began doing theatrical set
designing across the Soviet
Union.
In 1939 she was given her own studio, which became a cultural
centre of sorts. Today it is her house museum. Starting in the
1960s she staged many personal exhibitions across the Soviet
Union and beyond its borders.
In 1971 Elene was the first Georgian woman awarded the Shota
Rustaveli State Prize. Best known among her paintings are her
unique landscapes of Tbilisi's old district.

Feature Article (p.5)
Cultural life in Tbilisi 1920

Irina Stenberg 1904-85 / artist, illustrator
Irina was educated in Tbilisi. In
the late 1920s she entered the
world of the Russian artistic elite.
In the 1930s she returned to
Georgia and began doing artistic
work for local theatres. In order
to do so, however, she had to
renounce her early work as
"bourgeois" in accordance with
the Soviet diktat of that time.
She played an important role in
the establishment of Georgian
scenography. She is known mainly
as a theatre artist while her
individual visual artworks are
lesser known, but it is precisely in
her paintings and graphic works
that her individual style can be
best seen. Her unusual imagery,
laden with transgressive fantasy
and eroticism, as well as subtle
irony, fit in well with the
modernist aesthetic of the day
and made her works especially
unique.
Interest in Stenberg's earlier
works was renewed only in the
late 20th century.

Noteworthy

19th Tbilisi International Film Festival

This year’s 19th annual Tbilisi International Film Festival will be held from December 3
until December 9.
A cinematic institution for nearly 20 years, the Tbilisi International Film Festival began
in 2000. Despite almost being shut down in 2002, the festival got back on track and
gained more sufficient financial support in 2004 and has been a strong cultural and
artistic platform ever since. The goals of the festival are simple: to expose Georgians
to high quality and artistic films from Georgia and the world and to educate them
about new trends in the cinema industry.
The institution has been a growing and improving one since its humble beginnings and
now sees an increase in participating filmmakers every year. This year guests will find
a wide array of films and topics to discover.
December’s festival will have many exciting features. The film categories include,
“Georgian Panorama”, “International Competition”, “The Horizons”, “Made in
Germany,” and more, which will house films from Georgia and many other nations. In
addition, to help celebrate the 100th anniversary of the Baltic states, the program
“Baltic-100” will highlight the cinematography of the Baltic countries—Lithuania,
Latvia and Estonia. Another program in a similar vein is “Bergman-100,” which will
screen films from the critically acclaimed Swedish filmmaker Ingmar Bergman. Such
Bergman films will be “Wild Strawberries”, “Persona”, “Autumn Sonata,” and
others. However, Italy is the country on spotlight at the festival this year. The
audience will view and be informed about the latest films in Italian cinema.
The Tbilisi International Film Festival is becoming a consistently successful and strong
force in the world of cinema. In conjunction with the film screenings, the festival will
also include meetings, workshops, and master classes. The festival exposes Georgians
to its own cinema and cinema across the globe, and this year’s festival is no different.

Noteworthy
”Welcome To Georgia – The Musical “
Dear All,
It is with great pleasure we would like to inform you, that “Welcome To Georgia – The
Musical” is back for the new season .
Upcoming shows:
October: 2, 9, 16, 23, 31
November: 6, 13, 21, 27
December: 4, 11, 18
“Welcome To Georgia – The Musical” is a 90 minute theatrical play and romantic comedy
telling story about Georgia and its people by combining song, dance, culture, traditions,
history, national costumes and local cuisine. The show was premiered in February at Music
& Drama State Theatre in Tbilisi. The play features around 17 traditional Georgian songs and
dances performed live on stage by 19 actors who will take you on a journey from Maro’s
wine cellar to the feast table, where you’ll be welcomed with world-renowned Georgian
hospitality for an evening of humor, romance and a taste of true Georgia and all its
traditions. Most dialogue is in English and includes numerous interesting facts about the
country that every Georgian is proud of.
During the first season the show has been played every Tuesday (18 shows) for more than
2000 international guests (Review: http://where.ge/article/review-welcome-georgiamusical).
Adult guests will be welcomed with complimentary glasses of wine before the show and
during the intermission.
Venue: Music & Drama State Theatre, 182 Aghmashenebeli Avenue, Tbilisi
Tickets: 50/60/70/80 GEL
For season opening we are offering you 15% discount on online tickets. Use promo code
Here15 during check out at www.tkt.ge/musical.
Trailer: https://www.facebook.com/musical.ge/videos/149254532459066; https://www.you
tube.com/watch?v=GTXE928XM_A
Review: http://where.ge/article/review-welcome-georgia-musical
Images: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/bqetyx86mdrbl1n/AAAtRR02ELvWLOdkBExG3FwFa?
dl=0
Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/musical.ge/
www.musical.ge
Should you require more information, please don’t hesitate to contact me.
Natia

Noteworthy

IWA Lecture Series
IWA lecture series features a diverse range of lectures across a whole
range of topics by distinguished speakers, experts, scholars, artists and
scientists.
Each lecture has a theme - culture, politics, science, women's health
issues.... among others..
We want to thank Lila Yiannakaki the Cultural Attaché of the Hellenic
Republic for being our first guest speaker who started our lecture
series:
"Cultural bonds between
Georgia & Greece from
the Golden Fleece to
Today".
It was a great success
with Qs &As, very
interesting
discussion
that was very engaging!
All lecture series are:
- Once a month
- Free for IWA members
- Non-IWA members a donation of 5GEL
-Require registration
Enid Burki
IWA Culture Chair
email: culture@iwa.ge
www.iwa.ge

Lectures take place at
Austrian Library : 5th floor
Ilia State Universtity
Giorgi Tsereteli str.3
Tbilisi, Georgia

Noteworthy (p.1)

ART GALLERY “TAMARISI”
I founded Art Gallery "Tamarisi" in
2011, though I never intended to do so.
Prior to that for about 15 years I was
helping a family of 3 artists (mother,
son and daughter-in-law) by buying
their art pieces. Thus a vast collection
gathered, though in these years I was
often giving out pictures of these artists
as gifts to foreign ambassadors visiting
the Diplomatic Academy of Georgis
which I ran.
Being grateful for the lectures ambassadors gave to our students, I was happy to give them
as gifts pictures of Georgian artists which hang around in all lecture halls and lobbies of the
Academy. Time passed. It became necessary to move my collection to my private premises
which could not hold all of them. So I bought an open space under my apartment and hired
workers to build a hall in which I would exhibit my collection.
Thus involuntarily an art gallery was founded. Once created, it had to fulfill its function work as a gallery and give chance to art admirers to enjoy pictures gathered by me for years.
The gallery offers to viewers and connoisseurs of art wonderful pictures of Georgian artists
known either for exquisite classical, or for fantastic modern eclectic style. Exhibited are
pictures by Honored Artist Lia Svanidze, stunning art of Edisher Baramidze, fine still lives of
Keti Gogichashvili, copies of famous German artists Max Tilke and Oscar Shmerling, other
artists. Fantastic pictures hang around in well exposed series in no less attractive space.
Most modern of the artists, Edisher Baramidze often created installations, using mixed
technique - paints, stone, brick, clay, sawdust, threads, seeds...Often this was prompted not
only by originality, but by the lack of money. Whatever the reason, richness of material and
the artist's imagination created colorful pictures among which you can come across realistic,
abstract or romantic portraits, still lives, installations, cosmic bodies, images of people of
various races, static and dynamic figures, samurais, actors, musicians, dancers, nudes,
flowers, theatrical mysteries, etc.. In Edisher's head reality and fantasy, sane and crazy ideas
were fused, which is visible in his art. We see the artist as a naive, primitivist painter who
also used surrealistic and impressionistic means of expression. Edisher is no longer around,
but his fantastic art seems to be a reincarnation of his body and survival of his soul.

Noteworthy (p.2)

ART GALLERY “TAMARISI”
At the gallery there are also most
interesting
landscapes
and
portraits created by Edisher's
mother, Honored Artist of Georgia
Lia Svanidze, and still lives made
by his wife Keti Gogochashvili.
Actually in the gallery everything
revolves
around
Edisher
Baramidze.
A
well
known
journalist Nugzar Rukhadze wrote
in "Georgian Journal":
“It took Tamar Tsintsadze 15 years to put together this collection. She
started as an amateur but ended as a connoisseur ...,patron of arts and
shepherd of Baramidze's talent... What a great tribute done to Georgian
fine arts !". Maybe, these words are too much of a praise and an
overestimation of my efforts. But come and judge by yourself.
The exhibition is charity oriented - the proceeds will go to the family of the
late artist Edisher Baramidze (his 3 grandchildren born after his death) and
charity projects conceived and implemented by members of Rotary Club of
Tbilisi Academia which I founded in 2009.
The last but not the least - in the gallery there is a boutique with fine items
for ladies :outfits for all seasons, unique handmade and designers' bags,
various accessories, jewelry, etc. Items are grouped into colorful sets by
color and style. Various items were brought from countries all over the
world as a result of my travels.
Come and enjoy exotic collections. Proceeds from sales in the boutique are
also charity oriented.
Dr. Tamari (Tamriko) Tsintsadze, member of IWA Address: 18 Gegechkori
str. (Saburtalo, territory "Shanghai", entrance from 34 Kazbegi.av.). Visits by
appointment -mob.577 46 10 38, ph.2 4326 66
e-mail: tarmriko@mail.com
Fb : Art Gallery "Tamarisi"
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Interest Groups

Tennis
Newly created of Tennis group every Tuesday at 9:00 am on 7a
Asatiani street. Tennis players with intermediate levels are
welcome.

Language
www.lsgeorgia.com

Georgian Phrases 1

gamarjoba!- გამარჯობა! – Hi!/Hello!
gamarjobat!- გამარჯობათ! – Hello! (plural & polite)
rogor/a khar!- როგორ/ა ხარ?– How are you?
rogor/a khart!- როგორ/ა ხართ? – How are you? (polite)
rogorbrdzandebi!- როგორბრძანდები?– How are you?
(polite)

rogorbrdzandebit!- როგორბრძანდებით?– How are you?
(plural & polite)

gmadlob, kargad!- გმადლობ, კარგად! – Thank you, well!
gmadlobt, kargad!- გმადლობთ, კარგად!– Thank you,
well!(plural & polite)
didimadloba!- დიდი მადლობა!– Thank you very much!
by NanaShavtvaladze
www.lsgeorgia.com

Want to learn more check out IWA
Member, Nana Shavtvaladze’s
Language School
http://www.lsgeorgia.com/

Notices & Special Offers

Holidays and Observances around
the World.
http://www.timeanddate.com/holidays/
http://www.officeholidays.com/index.php

Notices
New cheese shop in town.
Well rounded goat cheese with different intensities from Khacheti.
The polite and well spoken young lady behind the counter is the
daughter if the owners.

Georgian Recipes
FRIED POTATOES WITH SVANETIAN SALT
In this recipe we show how to make fried
potatoes flavored with herbs and Svanetian
salt. Svanetian salt (Georgian: სვანური
მარილი), from Svaneti region in the
mountainous north-western part of
Georgia, has a unique fragrance and taste
and is traditionally used as a flavoring for a
variety of meat, fish, potato and soup
dishes as well as a condiment instead of
table salt. The salt mixture is handmade.

Ingredients:
1 kilo of potatoes,
20 grams of fresh parsley,
20 grams of fresh purple
basil,
8 tbs of oil.
Ingredients (SvanetianSalt):
2 heaped tbs of dried
coriander,
1 heaped tbs of dried dill,
1 heaped tbs of blue
fenugreek,
1 heaped tbs of dried red
pepper,
1 heaped tbs of marigold,
half tbs of dried caraway.
6 and a half heaped tbs of
coarse white salt and 100
grams of garlic.

Georgian Recipes
Preparation (Svanetian Salt):
Add 2 heaped tbs of dried coriander, 1 heaped tbs of dried dill, 1 heaped
tbs of blue fenugreek, 1 heaped tbs of dried red pepper, 1 heaped tbs of
marigold, half tbs of dried caraway. 6 and a half heaped tbs of coarse white
salt to a dish. Use a spoon to thoroughly mix all of the ingredients. Remove
skins from the garlic and crush the cloves. Add the crushed garlic to the
mixture. Use your fingers to mix the crushed garlic with the other
ingredients. The mixed ingredients will feel a little moist. You will not need
all of the Svanetian salt for this recipe and any leftover can be stored in a
dry, cool place in a glass jar that has an airtight seal.

Preparation (fried potatoes): Wash, peel and cut the potatoes and add to a
pan containing 8 tbs of hot oil. Fry the potatoes until they are golden
brown. Add 1-2 tbs of the Svanetian salt to the fried potatoes and mix
thoroughly. Chop the parsley and purple basil and add to the fried
potatoes. Stir and serve

.

Serve hot.
Enjoy!!!!

IWA Notices

The Grapevine earnestly seeks
your participation. Help make
this a publications which
reflects all the talents,
interests, and abilities of our
membership. Deadlines are
the fifteenth (15th) of the
month. If that deadline is
missed, the submission will
appear in the next regularly
scheduled issue.

Essays
Articles
Photographs
Painting & Drawing
Favorite Recipes

ed·i·tor
ˈedədər/
noun
noun: editor; plural noun: editors
a person who is in charge of and
determines the final content of a text,
particularly a newspaper or magazine.
"the editor of The New York Times"
writ·er
ˈrīdər/
noun
noun: writer; plural noun: writers
a person who has written a particular
text.
"the writer of the letter"
a person who writes books,
stories, or articles as a job or
regular occupation.
re·port·er
rəˈpôrdər/
noun
noun: reporter; plural noun: reporters
a person who reports, especially one
employed to report news or conduct
interviews for newspapers or
broadcasts.

Tako Megrelishvili Johnson, this
year’s Hospitality Chair requests
that if you have any ideas,
comments, or complaints about
our events that you give them
to her in a formal written
document.
In Europe, any guest who was
invited to a party where a
whole pineapple was
displayed, knew that no
expense had been spared in
guaranteeing the guests'
enjoyment. It was this that
made the crowned fruit the
high symbol of social events
and became the meaning of
welcome, friendship, and
hospitality.

You can advertise:
Houses or apartments
for rent,

Household goods or cars
for sale,

http://www.apartmenttherapy.com/a-brief-historyof-the-hospitality-pineapple-200667

Reminder: Members in
good standing are allowed
to place appropriate ads in
the newsletter for free.
Having a moving sale, crafts
to sell, an apartment to
rent, an event to announce
send it in with text and
photos and the ad will be
placed as you have written
it. As above, deadlines are
the 15th.

Your own creations, such
as art, photographs,
crafts, etc.,

Events that you think may
be of interest to our
Membership.

Sponsors
Thank you to our IWA Sponsors for their support!

GOLD

